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Vortex control of bifurcating jets: A numerical study
Carlos B. da Silva and Olivier Métaisa)
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Direct and large-eddy simulations~DNS/LES! are performed to analyze the vortex dynamics and the
statistics of bifurcating jets. The Reynolds number ranges from ReD51.53103 to ReD55.03104.
An active control of the inlet conditions of a spatially evolving round jet is performed with the aim
of favoring the jet spreading in one particular spatial direction, thus creating a bifurcating jet. Three
different types of forcing, based on the information provided by a LES of a natural~unforced! jet,
are superimposed to the jet inlet in order to cause its bifurcation. The different forcing types mimic
the forcing methods used in experimental bifurcating jets~Lee and Reynolds, Parekhet al., Suzuki
et al.!, but using excitations with relatively low amplitudes, which could be used in real industrial
applications. The three-dimensional coherent structures resulting from each specific forcing are
analyzed in detail and their impact on the statistical behavior of bifurcating jets is explained. In
particular we focus on the influence of the forcing frequency and of the Reynolds number on the jet
control efficiency. Analysis of the coherent vortex dynamics shows that an inlet excitation which
combines an axisymmetric excitation at the preferred frequency and a so-called flapping excitation
at the subharmonic frequency is the most efficient strategy for jet control, even at high Reynolds
numbers. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1506922#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Jet control has attracted a great deal of attention over
past decades due to the wide range of its potential indus
applications: it can be used to improve industrial proces
like mixing, heat transfer, and combustion. Since the jet
namics is strongly influenced by the presence of cohe
vortices, particularly in the transition region near the in
nozzle, jet control can be achieved by manipulating th
coherent structures. It is therefore of capital importance
understand the dynamics and the topology of these struct
and the way they affect the flow behavior. In particular,
important application of jet control can be found in noi
reduction since it is recognized that the vortex pairings c
stitute an important source of noise generation. Both pas
and active control can be used to modify the jet dynam
Passive jet control refers to the control of the jet spatial e
lution through the use of particular~in general noncircular!
shapes of the inlet nozzle~Gutmark and Grinstein4!. Active
jet control is obtained through energy consuming devi
which create a deterministic perturbation at the jet inlet.
practice, this can be obtained through the use of lo
speakers~Crow and Champagne,5 Zaman and Hussain6! or
flap actuators~Zamanet al.,7 Suzukiet al.3!.

Among the first important results related to jet cont
are those obtained by Crow and Champagne.5 They used a
loudspeaker to superimpose several forcing frequenciesf, to
the jet inlet and observed that for a forcing frequency cor
sponding to a Strouhal number of StrD5 f D/U150.3 the jet
attained the maximum amplification of the initial perturb
tion, at the end of the potential corex/D54 ~D is the jet

a!Electronic mail: olivier.metais@hmg.inpg.fr
3791070-6631/2002/14(11)/3798/22/$19.00
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diameter andU1 is the maximum axial velocity at the inlet!.
Within the range of Reynolds numbers considered, this
servation was found to be independent of the Reynolds n
ber. Consequently, this particular frequency was deno
nated the jetpreferred mode. It was further noticed that the
natural jet~unforced! has a peak frequency right at this pr
ferred mode which corresponds to the periodic passag
vortical structures at the end of the potential core. Althou
these structures could no longer be discerned for Reyn
numbers greater than ReD.73104, the spectral peak locate
at the preferred mode could still be noticed at high Reyno
numbers. However, through the analysis of the jet strea
wise velocity fluctuation at the centerline, they noticed th
the jet could no longer be controlled for longitudinal di
tances such thatx/D.8. Finally, they noticed that anothe
effect of this specific jet forcing was a big increase of the
spreading rate between 0,x/D,8.

Many experimental works on jet control have focused
the enhancement of the jet spreading rate~Lee and
Reynolds,1 Longmire and Duong,8 Corke and Kusek,9 Su-
zuki et al.3!. Of particular interest for potential industrial ap
plications are the so-calledbifurcating jets. Bifurcating jets
display a spectacular increase of their spreading rate a
one particular plane~the bifurcating plane! while maintain-
ing a standard or even reduced spreading rate along a p
perpendicular to the latter~the bisecting plane!. Lee and
Reynolds1 showed how simultaneous axial and orbital ex
tations can be used to dramatically increase the growth of
jet shear layer in the bifurcating plane. The orbital forci
was produced by the orbital motion of the tip of the nozz
For the range of Reynolds numbers considered (2800,ReD

,10 000) the spreading of the jet was found to depend so
on the ratio between the axial frequency and the orbital
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3799Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 2002 Vortex control of bifurcating jets: A numerical study
quencyR5 f a / f o . The range of Strouhal numbers used w
0.35, f aD/U1,0.75 and 0.15, f oD/U1,0.35 for the axial
and orbital excitations, respectively. ForR52 a bifurcating
jet is obtained in which the primary vortex rings are expel
towards two opposite directions in the bifurcating plane. T
resulting shear layer displays aY-shaped form. ForR53 the
jet spreads into three branches~trifurcating jet!. For noninte-
ger values ofR in the interval 1.6,R,3.2 the jet ‘‘blooms’’
into all directions. Notice that these results were obtain
using a quite large forcing amplitude~about 17% of the ini-
tial mean velocity value!.

Suzukiet al.3 experimentally studied a bifurcating jet re
sulting from the presence of small flap actuators placed
the side walls of the inlet nozzle. They found that maximu
spreading in the bifurcating plane was obtained for a Str
hal number based on the flapping frequency equal toa
50.25. This value is about one-half the preferred Strou
measured in the natural~nonexcited! jet (StrD50.52). The
range of Reynolds numbers investigated went up to RD

513 000 only. Once more, the flapping forcing amplitu
was quite high: it was associated with a streamwise velo
fluctuation about 10% larger than in the natural jet ca
Another experimental study of bifurcating jets at high Re
nolds numbers was performed by Parekhet al.2 using four
loudspeakers to force the jet at the inlet nozzle. Usin
combination of axial and flapping forcings through acous
excitation, they showed that bifurcating jets can still be g
erated at very high Reynolds numbers (1.03104,ReD,1.0
3105). Once again, these experiments were performed w
quite a large forcing amplitude~15% of the mean inlet ve
locity profile!.

There are comparatively less numerical than experim
tal works related to jet control. Urbin and Me´tais10 were the
first to apply specific perturbations at the inlet of a spatia
growing round jet to control its dynamics. They perform
large-eddy simulations with various inlet perturbations a
managed to trigger axisymmetric, helicoidal, and what th
called the ‘‘alternated pairing’’ mode. In this latter case, t
forcing consisted in a deterministic perturbation at the
inlet consisting in the imposition of a speed excess for o
half of the jet nozzle, while a speed defect is imposed on
other half, and this alternatively. An impressive spreading
the jet along a preferential plane was observed in str
similarity with experimental bifurcating jets. In particula
the coherent structures numerically obtained were very s
lar to the ones observed by Lee and Reynolds1 and Parekh
et al.2 With this excitation, the primary rings of the jet wer
seen to be alternatively inclined with respect to their ax
creating a zigzag arrangement and localized pairings of c
secutive rings. The strong jet spreading along the bifurca
plane was shown to be caused by the self-induced ra
~outwards! motion of the inclined rings and the resulting j
was shown to exhibit the characteristic Y shape found by
and Reynolds.1 However, the high dissipative nature of th
numerical scheme used in their work casts some doubt u
some of their conclusions, namely in the possibility of co
trolling the jet with this forcing scheme at high Reynol
numbers. The work of Urbin and Me´tais10 was revisited by
Danaila and Boersma11,12 using direct numerical simulation
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 194.254.66.60. Redistribution subject to A
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at low Reynolds numbers (ReD51500). They recovered the
results from Urbin and Me´tais10 with a similar forcing
method called the ‘‘flapping excitation.’’ Furthermore, Da
aila and Boersma12 introduced the so-called ‘‘bifurcating ex
citation’’ resulting from the combination of both an axisym
metric excitation and a flapping excitation. Although bo
flapping and bifurcating excitations cause a drastic incre
of the spreading rate in the bifurcating plane, the statist
and topological features of both jets were found to be qu
distinct. Furthermore, the bifurcating excitation was found
induce the largest spreading rate in the bifurcating plane.
us emphasize that Urbin and Me´tais10 used a much lower
excitation amplitude than Danaila and Boersma.12 5% of the
mean inlet velocity against 15% for Danaila and Boersma12

Other numerical works dealt with the application
‘‘stochastic optimization procedures’’ to the determination
the most efficient forcing frequencies for jet mixin
~Hilgers,13,14 Hilgers and Boersma,15 Koumoutsakoset al.16!
in both low ~DNS! and high~LES! Reynolds numbers flows
but they do not analyze in detail the vortex dynamics res
ing from their excitation procedures, and use also very h
forcing amplitudes.

The present work was motivated by the possibility
dramatically enhance the jet spreading rate by the sole
position of well chosen perturbations at the inlet nozzle
demonstrated in the experimental works of Lee a
Reynolds,1 Parekh et al.,2 and numerical simulations o
Urbin and Métais10 and Danaila and Boersma.12 From the
discussion above on bifurcating jets, several questions a
One may in particular wonder what is the role played by
coherent vortices to make certain jet excitations more s
cessful than others in controlling the jet dynamics. Most
the experimental works on bifurcating jets using active co
trol require the application of very high levels of forcin
amplitude~about 15 to 20% of the inlet velocity! to achieve
jet bifurcation: this may not be a realistic value which cou
be applied in practical engineering applications. Therefo
in the present study we investigate the possibility of contr
ling the jet using much lower amplitudes. Furthermore,
previously recalled, the forcing frequency is a determini
parameter to efficiently achieve a specific type of jet contr
Therefore, several forcing frequencies are considered in
work. Finally, the use of LES allows the study of the contr
efficiency as a function of increasing Reynolds number.
summarize, the present numerical simulations of spati
growing round jets are aimed at~i! studying the vortex dy-
namics of the bifurcating jets,~ii ! investigating the possibil-
ity of controlling the jet with relatively small inlet perturba
tions, and ~iii ! analyzing the influence of the forcin
frequency and of the Reynolds number on the control e
ciency.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section~II !
reviews the governing equations and the subgrid-sc
model. Section III details the numerical methods used in
various calculations. Section IV presents the different typ
of imposed excitations and lists the numerical and phys
parameters of the various simulations. The results obtai
for natural jets without deterministic inlet forcing at low an
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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high Reynolds numbers are described in Sec. V. Section
focuses on the forced jets.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

This section deals with the numerical discretization
the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations with c
stant densityr0 and the continuity equation to study the tra
sition in natural and forced round jets at low Reynolds nu
bers:

Dui

Dt
5

]ui

]t
1

]~uiuj !

]xj
52

1

r0

]p

]xi
1n

]

]xj
S ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D ,

~1!

]ui

]xi
50. ~2!

xi is the ith component of the position vectorxW andui is the
ith component of the velocity vectoru, n5m/r0 is the kine-
matic viscosity andp is the pressure.

For the high-Reynolds number cases, the DNS appro
is no longer feasible and LES were performed~Lesieur and
Métais17!. The LES equations are found by applying a lo
pass filterGD of width D to the Navier–Stokes equation
The scales of motion are then decomposed into a grid-s
part (f̄ ) corresponding to scales larger thanD and a subgrid-
scale part (f 9) corresponding to scales smaller thanD. The
filtered field is defined for any quantityf ~scalar or vectorial!,
as

f̄ ~xW ,t !5E
V

f ~yW ,t !GD~xW2yW !dyW , ~3!

where the integration is carried out in the whole compu
tional domainV. After applying the filter to the Navier–
Stokes equations, one gets

Dūi

Dt
5

]ūi

]t
1

]~ ūi ū j !

]xj

52
1

r0

] p̄

]xi
1n

]

]xj
S ]ūi

]xj
1

]ū j

]xi
D1

]Ti j

]xj
, ~4!

]ūi

]xi
50. ~5!

The influence of the subgrid scales on the grid scale v
ables, appears through the subgrid-scale tensor

Ti j 5ūi ū j2uiuj ~6!

which has to be modeled.
Here we use the classical eddy-viscosity assumption

model the subgrid-scale tensor:

Ti j 2
1
3d i j Tkk52n tS̄i j , ~7!

wheren t is the turbulent viscosity and

S̄i j 5
1

2 S ]ūi

]xj
1

]ū j

]xi
D

is the large scale deformation tensor. The subgrid-sc
model used here is thefiltered structure function~FSF!
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model ~see Ducroset al.18 and Lesieur and Me´tais17 for de-
tails!, which constitutes an improved version of thestructure
functionmodel originally proposed by Me´tais and Lesieur.19

Indeed, the filtered structure-function model removes
large-scale inhomogeneities before the computation of
structure function. This gives very good results and ma
the model particularly suited for flows with a transition r
gion ~see Ducroset al.18!. For the FSF model, the filtere

field uW̄ is submitted to a high-pass filterL consisting in a
Laplacian operator discretized by second-order centered
nite differences and iterated three times~see Ducroset al.18

for the formulation!. The eddy-viscosity given by the FS
model is then given by

n t
FSF~xW ,t !50.0014CK

23/2D@ F̃̄2~xW ,D,t !#1/2, ~8!

where

F̃̄2~xW ,Dx,t !5^iL3~uW̄ ~xW1rW,t !!2L3~uW̄ ~xW ,t !!i& ir i5D ~9!

is the second-order velocity structure function of the hig

pass filtered velocity fieldL3(uW̄ ). CK is the Kolmogorov
constant, here taken to be 1.4.D is the mesh size, which is
uniform in all our computations,D5Dx5Dy5Dz .

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

All the simulations presented here are performed w
the same numerical code. It is an highly accurate Navi
Stokes solver in which spatial derivatives are discretized
ing a sixth-order-compact scheme~Lele20! in the streamwise
~x! direction and pseudospectral methods~Canuto et al.21!
are used for the normal~y! and spanwise~z! directions. Time
advancement is made with an explicit, three step, third or
low storage Runge–Kutta time stepping sche
~Williamson22!. For pressure-velocity coupling a fraction
step method is used, in which a Poisson equation is solve
insure incompressibility at each substep of the Runge–K
time advancing scheme~for details see da Silva23!.

In a spatial simulation code, special care has to be ta
at the outflow boundary condition. In particular one must
sure that the coherent structures leave the computationa
main without being affected by the outflow boundary con
tion. For this purpose the code uses a nonreflec
~Orlansky24! outflow condition in which not only the convec
tive ~as it is done for instance in Akselvoll and Moin25! but
also the viscous terms of the Navier–Stokes equations
explicitly advanced. It was observed that the coherent str
tures leave the computational domain without being distor
by the presence of the outflow boundary conditi
~Gonze26!. The boundaries in the two transverse directiony
and z are taken as periodic. It is clear that such bound
conditions, although permitting the use of very accur
pseudospectral schemes, do not allow the entrainment n
rally expected in a jet. However, if the lateral boundaries
placed sufficiently far away, it was checked~see below! that
those do not perturb the flow with spurious reflections. F
thermore, as was previously shown~Stanley et al.,27 da
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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3801Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 2002 Vortex control of bifurcating jets: A numerical study
Silva23! a very small co-flow~less than 10%! superimposed
to the inlet does not perturb the flow dynamics and allo
the natural growth of the jet by entrainment. For inflo
boundary condition, the instantaneous velocity profile is
scribed at the inlet. This will be detailed in the next sectio

IV. PHYSICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL PARAMETERS

Apart from the Reynolds number, the major differen
between the various simulations carried out in this stu
comes from their different inlet velocity conditions. For ea
time step, a given velocity profile is prescribed as an in
condition. Its general shape is

UW ~xW0 ,t !5UW med~xW0!1UW noise~xW0 ,t !1UW forc~xW0 ,t !, ~10!

whereUW (xW0 ,t) is the instantaneous inlet velocity vector. W
will use both Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates to rep
sent the velocity vector. In the former caseUW 5(U,V,W),
whereU stands for the streamwise velocity component anV
andW the two transverse components. We will also use
cylindrical decompositionUW 5(ux ,ur ,uu), where ux , ur ,
and uu represent the axial, radial, and tangential veloc
components, respectively.

UW med(xW0)5(Umed,0,0) is the mean streamwise veloci
which is given by a hyperbolic-tangent profile~Michalke and
Herman28!. It is known to be a good approximation of th
inlet velocity profiles found in measured experimental rou
jets ~Freymuth29!,

Umed~xW0!5
U11U2

2
2

U12U2

2
tanhF1

4

R

u0
S r

R
2

R

r D G . ~11!

HereU1 is the jet centerline velocity,U2 is a small co-flow
andu0 is the momentum thickness of the initial shear lay
Notice that the mean transverse velocity components w
set to zero at the inlet,

Vmed~xW0!5Wmed~xW0!50. ~12!

UW noise(xW0 ,t) is the inlet noise profile which is given by

UW noise~xW0 ,t !5AnUbase~xW0! fW8. ~13!

An is the maximum amplitude of the incoming noise a
Ubase(xW0) is a function that sets the noise location mainly
the shear layer gradients:

Ubase~xW0 ,r !5H 1 if 0.8,r /D,1.2,

0.2 if r /D,0.8,

0 otherwise.

fW8 is a three component random noise designed to satis
given energy spectrum,

E~k!}ks expF2
s

2
~k/k0!2G . ~14!

k5(ky
21kz

2)1/2 is the wave number norm in the (y,z) plane.
The exponents, and peak wave numberk0 , were chosen to
have an energy input at small scales~high k0) and a large-
scale spectral behavior typical of decaying isotropic tur
lence (s<4). Note that the random noise is imposed on
three velocity components. In the excited jet cases, an a
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 194.254.66.60. Redistribution subject to A
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tional deterministic perturbationUW forc(xW0 ,t) is imposed at
the inlet nozzle. The exact formulation of these various
terministic perturbations will be given in Sec. VI. The s
called natural jet case corresponds to an unforced jet
which UW forc(xW0 ,t)50W.

Several DNS and LES of both natural~unforced! and
forced jets were performed at various Reynolds number
the range 1.53103,ReD5U1D/n,53104. All the simula-
tions reported here were carried out on the same mesh.
number of points is 20131283128 and the mesh size i
taken uniform in all three directions. The computational d
main extends to 12.25D37D37D along the streamwise
and the two transverse directions. The ratio of the jet rad
to the initial shear layer momentum thickness isR/u0520
and the initial maximum and minimum~co-flow! jet veloci-
ties areU151.075 andU250.075. The co-flow is then very
small (U2 /U150.069,10%) and has only a minor influ
ence on the jet dynamics as will be demonstrated below.
the computations described in this paper were de-aliased
ing the 2/3 law~see Canutoet al.21!. Finally, the maximum
amplitude of the random noise is set toAn51.0%.

V. NATURAL JET

We first focus on the statistics and on the various coh
ent structures present in a jet with a white noise inlet per
bation only. We will refer to this case as the ‘‘natural jet
The goal is twofold: first, validate our numerical procedu
by comparing our results with experimental data and prov
reference cases with which to compare the forced jet ca
Second, investigate the natural jet coherent structures to
sign efficient control strategies applicable for high Reyno
numbers flows.

We first consider a DNS, called NLR, consisting in
natural jet at low Reynolds number (ReD51500). In Fig.
1~a!, the flow structures are identified using the so-calledQ
criterion ~Hunt et al.30! which is based on the second invar
ant of the velocity gradient tensor,Q51/2(V i j V i j 2Si j Si j ),
whereV i j is the antisymmetrical part andSi j the symmetri-
cal part of the velocity gradient tensor. The positiveQ re-
gions have proven to be good indicators of the coherent v
tices in various wall-bounded or free-shear flows~see, e.g.,
Dubief and Delcayre31!. Well-defined vortex rings becom
visible aroundx/D53. These are shed with a characteris
frequency corresponding to thepreferred mode of the jet.
These axisymmetric vortex rings result from the develo
ment of the axisymmetric mode calledvaricosemode pre-
dicted by linear stability studies. Indeed, works by Michal
and Herman28 and Cohen and Wygnanski32 pointed out
clearly the capital importance of the inflow momentu
thicknessu and of the ratioR/u: for R/u.6.5, the axisym-
metric ~varicose! mode was shown to be the most unstab
mode. Our results~for a jet with initial R/u520) are there-
fore consistent with the linear stability predictions. Aroun
x/D'9, the flow seems to exhibit helical-like structure
suggesting the emergence of an helical mode: this is
consistent with the stability analysis which predicts the he
cal mode of azimuthal wave numberm51 to be the most
unstable mode forR/u,6.5. This value is reached here fo
x/D.10 ~see da Silva23! and may explain why helical struc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~a! Isosurface of positiveQ criterion for the natural, low Reynolds number jet~NLR!. The chosen threshold is 0.10(U1 /D)2 with Q varying between
QMin528.5(U1 /D)2 and QMax5116.8(U1 /D)2; ~b! isosurface of positiveQ criterion for the natural high Reynolds number jet~NHR!. The chosen
threshold is 5.54(U1 /D)2 with Q varying betweenQMin5248.7(U1 /D)2 andQMax51118.4(U1 /D)2; ~c! isosurface of low pressurep for the natural high
Reynolds number jet, NHR. The chosen threshold is20.07r0U1

2 with p varying betweenpMin520.3r0U1
2 andpMax510.1r0U1

2. ~b! and~c! correspond to
the same instant. Note that the figures do not show the total extent of the lateral computational domain.
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tures are encountered in the far field of our low Reyno
number jet.

Visualizations of a LES of the natural jet at ReD

525 000 are shown at Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. This simulation is
referred to as NHR in the course of the text. In Fig. 1~b!, the
flow structures are identified with theQ criterion, while Fig.
1~c! shows the corresponding low pressure isosurfaces a
same instant. Note thatQ and the pressurep are related
through Q5“

2p/2r0 : this implies that the vortex-
identification criterion based uponQ involves much more
small scale activity than the pressure. Aroundx/D52 the
growth of the inlet perturbation begins to induce a distort
of the initial shear layer. Vortex rings~see pressure isosu
faces! are periodically shed near the inlet nozzle (x/D'2)
and keep their shape until the end of the potential core
cated aroundx/D54: their shedding frequency correspon
to the jet-preferredmode. Further downstream, the transiti
towards a fully developed turbulent state takes place v
rapidly. Strong streamwise vortices, where the vorticity m
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 194.254.66.60. Redistribution subject to A
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nitude reaches its higher values~1.5 to 2 times the vorticity
of the primary rings! dominate the jet dynamics forx/D
*5. From here onwards, the coherent structures show a
level of small scale turbulence and the flow seems to
evolving into a statistical isotropic state, as no preferen
direction can be distinguished in the coherent vortices fr
x/D.8.

The present simulation is now compared with the m
surements of Husseinet al.33 in the self-similarly evolving
region of the round jet. These measurements are to
among the best data banks for the round jetself-similar re-
gion. Within this region, round jets obey the following line
relationships:33

d0.5~x!

D
5CdF x

D
2

x0

D G , ~15!

U1

^ux~x,r 50!&
5

1

Bu
F x

D
2

x0

D G . ~16!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~a! Streamwise velocity pro-
files in the far field of the high Rey-
nolds number, natural round je
~NHR!. U2L is the local co-flow veloc-
ity and x0 is the virtual jet origin.~b!
Axial normal stresses;~c! streamwise
and radial cross stresses;~d! down-
stream evolution of the axial norma
stresses.
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d0.5(x) is the jet half-width, defined as the distance fro
the jet centerline at which the mean velocity excess eq
the mean centerline velocity excess,

^ux~x,r 5d0.5~x!!&2U2L50.5~^ux~x,r 50!&2U2!. ~17!

U2L5^ux(x,r 5`)& is the local co-flow, whileU2 is the
inlet co-flow from Eq.~11!. The ratioU1 /^ux(x,r 50)& is
known as the centerline velocity decay. Here the brackets^ &
represent a time average such that the instantaneous ve
field may be decomposed asui5^ui&1ui8 whereui8 stands
for the fluctuating part.

The downstream evolution of these two quantities d
exhibit a linear evolution typical of the fully developed tu
bulent regime@see Fig. 8~a!#. The decay of the centerlin
mean velocity occurs atx/D'4, which corresponds to th
end of the potential core. This value falls well within th
classical experimental data range for the potential c
length, 4,x/D,5.5 ~Crow and Champagne5!. Further
downstream, the slope of the centerline velocity decay
found to agree very well with the measured values for
round jet self-similar region. To confirm this point, we us
data betweenx/D56.5 andx/D511.5 from the simulation
NHR to compute the centerline velocity decay rate 1/Bu , in
the far field region. We obtainBu55.7, which is very close
to the value ofBu55.8, obtained by Husseinet al.33 This
shows that despite the limited lateral size of the compu
tional domain (Ly57D), the jet does not exhibit any con
finement effect, even at the very end of the domain,Lx

512.25D.
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The streamwise mean velocity profiles at several dow
stream locations near the end of the computational dom
are compared with the experimental self-similar data fr
Husseinet al.33 in Fig. 2~a!. The superposition of the variou
profiles clearly shows that a self-similar state is reached
the LES in good correspondence with the experimental d

Profiles from two of the components of the Reynol
stress tensor, at several downstream locations, are show
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. Overall, the agreement with the exper
mental results is quite good. The normal streamwise R
nolds stresses@see Fig. 2~b!# are very slightly under pre-
dicted for a radial distance smaller thanh5r /(x2x0)
,0.08. However, the peak typically present in this comp
nent is found at the right radial location, that isr /(x2x0)
'0.06. The radial normal stresses and tangential nor
stresses~not shown! show even a better agreement with t
experiments. The same is true for the cross stresses as
cated in Fig. 2~c! which shows the streamwise-radial cro
stresses profile at several downstream locations.

Figure 2~d! displays the downstream evolution of th
root mean square~rms! of the axial velocity at the centerline
which is compared with the experiments by Zaman a
Hussain6 and Crow and Champagne.5 Very close to the
nozzle, the flow becomes unstable within the jet shear la
leading to a strong increase of the velocity fluctuatio
These reach a maximum intensity aroundx/D57. Further
downstream, their amplitude decays at a constant rate,
of a fully developed turbulent flow. The compilation of var
ous laboratory experiments reveals an important scatte
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~a! Anisotropy invariant map
@Lumley and Newman~Ref. 34!# for
the Reynolds stresses. Each symb
corresponds to a given flow location
These were taken for several~5! radial
coordinates (r /D50.0 to r /D51.0)
along an array of 14, equally spaced
downstream locations fromXMIN /D
50 until XMAX /D511.7; frequency
spectra of the axial velocity signal a
several locations for the natural, hig
Reynolds number jet~NHR!. ~b! In the
far field (x/D510), at r 5D/2 ~log–
log plot!; ~c! after the end of the po-
tential core (x/D54.4), at r 5D/2
~lin–log plot!.
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the experimental data, which is illustrated by the two parti
lar experiments considered here, and indicates a very st
sensitivity of the jet development to the inlet fluctuation
Considering the difficulty to represent numerically the ex
experimental inflow conditions in which the mean inlet v
locity profile and the inflow perturbations are issued from
boundary-layer development, we consider that the evolu
of the rms of axial velocity away from the nozzle is we
reproduced by our numerics using ‘‘artificial’’ inflow cond
tions ~white noise!. Indeed, the computed prediction exhib
a satisfactory agreement with the experimental meas
ments of Zaman and Hussain6 both in terms of the amplitude
of the rms maximum and its axial position.

A detailed analysis of the flow anisotropy may be p
formed through the anisotropy invariant map proposed
Lumley and Newman.34 This map characterizes the variou
possible states of the turbulence from the anisotropy ten
bi j deduced from the Reynolds stress tensor:

bi j 5
^ui8uj8&22/3Kd i j

2K
, ~18!

whereK51/2̂ ui8ui8&. The three invariants~I, II, and III! are
given by
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II52bi j bji /2, ~19!

III 5bi j bjkbki/3.

Figure 3~a! displays the curve of II as a function of III for th
NHR simulation. The figure shows that a statistically isotr
pic state~as far as second order moments are concerned! is
reached very early downstream of the nozzle.

To provide a detailed analysis of the unstationary flo
characteristics we considered also frequency spectra at
ferent flow locations. Figure 3~b! shows a log–log plot of the
frequency spectrum computed from the axial velocity sig
taken at one point in the far field of the turbulent round j
The spectrum displays a wide range of scales with a spe
behavior very close to an inertial range behavior with a25/3
law extending over more than one decade. This further s
ports the previous findings showing that the flow has inde
reached a fully developed turbulent state before the end
the computational domain. Next we concentrate on
downstream evolution of the various characteristic frequ
cies. Streamwise velocity spectra taken from the shear la
region (r /D50.5) and near the inlet (x/D51) exhibit a
well-defined peak frequency at aboutf u0 /U150.015. This
peak corresponds to the instability of the initial jet she
layer and is often referred to as theshear-layermode. The
present value is in good agreement with the typical val
found experimentally for this instability (0.01, f u0 /U1
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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,0.023, Gutmark and Ho35!. Further downstream, at the je
centerline (r /D50) and near the end of the potential co
(x/D54), the peak frequencyf p associated with the so
called preferred mode could also be clearly seen. This p
is located aroundf pD/U150.38. This is also well within
experimental values which predict 0.24, f D/U1,0.5, Gut-
mark and Ho.35 Note that shear-layer mode corresponds
f D/U150.6 that is to say to a frequency which is close
the double~'1.6! of the frequency of the preferred mod
this may indicate that the axisymmetric vortex rings res
from pairing processes of smaller structures issued from
shear-layer region close to the nozzle. Figure 3~c! represents
a frequency spectrum taken from a velocity signal just a
the end of the potential core region. This spectrum sho
that, superimposed to the preferred mode, several low
quency modes are also excited including the subharm
frequencyf s5 f p/2 associated with a Strouhal number StD

5 f sD/U1'0.19. Further downstream, although the flow b
comes more and more complex due to the emergence o
important level of background turbulence, the growth of t
subharmonic frequency could still be observed. This is
companied by a decrease of the relative importance of
preferred frequency.

We have seen in Fig. 1~c! that the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability along the jet border yields vortex structur
mainly consisting in axisymmetric rings as a result of t
varicose mode growth. We now follow these structures f
ther downstream. After the end of the potential core, sub
quently to the varicose mode growth, the 3D visualizatio
reveal the presence of the ‘‘alternated pairing’’ vortex
rangement already observed by Urbin and Me´tais.10 This
vortex topology appears intermittently and is not always d
tinguishable. Note that it is the first time that it is nume
cally observed in a high Reynolds number jet since the ‘‘
fective’’ Reynolds number used by Urbin and Me´tais10 was
much lower. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! are zooms of the jet re
gion situated betweenx/D'3.5 andx/D'8, at two different
instants. Two consecutive rings are shown to locally conn
forming a zigzag vortex structure. Since the jet is statistica
axisymmetric, this zigzag structure may appear in any spa
direction. Such vortex topology was also observed in
direct numerical simulation of a temporally evolving roun
jet at low Reynolds number (ReD52000) by Comteet al.36

Note that vortex loops inclination at the end of the poten
core was also experimentally observed by Petersen,37 and
that an experimental evidence of ‘‘alternated pairings’’ w
also shown by Broze and Hussain.38

As suggested by Urbin and Me´tais10 these alternated
pairing events are strongly linked with the growth of t
subharmonic mode. This is schematically explained on
sketches of Figs. 5~a!–5~d!. Let us callL the distance of the
primary vortex rings which are periodically shed at som
distance from the jet nozzle@see Fig. 5~a!#. Their convection
speedUc and their preferred frequencyf p are then related
through f p5Uc /L. Let us assume that a subharmonic mo
grows in a given plane containing the jet axis. This longi
dinal subharmonic mode is associated with a streamw
wavelength 2L. It then induces an alternated radial shift
the vortex rings away from the jet axis@see Fig. 5~b!#. Due to
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the jet mean velocity profile, the outer part of the ring is th
advected downstream at a speed which is lower thanUc

while the inner part is advected at a speed larger thanUc @see
Fig. 5~c!#. The latter then tends to catch up the ring whi
was previously shed and this ultimately yields a localiz
pairing of the two consecutive rings@see Fig. 5~d!#.

VI. EXCITED JETS

A. Forcing types

We have seen in the preceding section that the prefe
mode appears before the end of the potential core and
subsequently the subharmonic mode dominates before a
nonlinear multimode regime. The growth of the subharmo
mode is intermittently associated with well recognizab
alternated-pairing arrangement of the vortex rings. We th
use these two modes~preferred and subharmonic! to design
specific inlet perturbations to achieve jet control and in p
ticular to make the jet bifurcate along a chosen direction.
shown by Urbin and Me´tais,10 the jet bifurcation is strongly
linked with the efficient triggering from the jet nozzle of th
alternated pairing arrangement. Two types of excitation
considered here. The first excitation~Flap! is similar to the
excitation designed by Urbin and Me´tais10 and subsequently
used by Danaila and Boersma.12 We use the terminology
introduced by Danaila and Boersma12 and designate byflap-
ping excitation this particular forcing. Unlike these previou
authors, in the present work the perturbations are app
mainly in the region of highest shear. Indeed, when sm
flap actuators are used~Suzuki et al.3!, these are placed on
the wall of the inlet nozzle and they only affect the bounda
layers developing inside the nozzle. Therefore, the appl
tion of this excitation into localized gradient regions rath
than into the whole jet is more representative of the phys

FIG. 4. Isosurfaces of low pressure showing two ‘‘alternated pairin
events. Note that the figures show only a zoom of the flow around the en
the potential core region~betweenx/D'3.5 andx/D'8). ~a! Pairing be-
tween a recently formed~smaller! ring and a strong ring from the end of th
potential core region;~b! pairing between two vortex rings after the potenti
core region. The chosen threshold is20.05r0U1

2 with p varying between
pMin520.3r0U1

2 andpMax510.1r0U1
2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Sketch of the vortex rings arrangement leadi
to the occurrence of alternated pairing events. The
quence is from~a! to ~d!. See text for details.
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reality than previous numerical simulations~e.g., Danaila
and Boersma12!. The form of the second excitation~Variflap!
is similar to Danaila and Boersma’s12 so-calledbifurcating
excitation and is constructed using a combination of a v
cose~axisymmetric! excitation and of a flapping excitation
The axisymmetric forcing is applied to the whole inl
nozzle, in order to mimic the acoustic excitation made wit
loudspeaker. As opposed to the previous numerical wo
for the two types of perturbation flapping and varicose fla
ping, we investigate both the influence of the frequency
the flapping excitation and of the Reynolds number. N
also that in the present work the maximum amplitude of
imposed excitation is only 5% of the inlet velocity, unlik
most experimental and numerical works which use betw
15–20% ~Lee and Reynolds,1 Parekhet al.,2 Danaila and
Boersma12!. As stressed above, we have decided to us
relatively low level of amplitude forcing, since it is mor
realistic in terms of potential industrial applications.

1. Flapping excitation

The flapping excitation is given by

U forc~xW0 ,t !5eUbase~xW0!sinS 2p
Str D

p

a

U1

D
t D sinS 2py

D D , ~20!

where,Str D
p designates the preferred mode frequency,
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Str D
p 5

f pD

U1
. ~21!

The inlet excitation is therefore a combination of a tim
periodic perturbation at the frequencyf p /a and a sinusoidal
perturbation along they direction. Due to the sinusoidal pe
turbation, each half of the jet,y.0 or y,0, will either
present an axial velocity excess or a deficit, when compa
to the other part. The plane containing the jet axis and thy
direction will be called the bifurcating plane. The plane p
pendicular to the bifurcating plane and containing the jet a
is often referred to as the bisecting plane. Figure 6~a! sche-

FIG. 6. ~a! Sketch of the flapping excitation;~b! sketch of the varicose
excitation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Reynolds stresses for all the simulations.

3807Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 2002 Vortex control of bifurcating jets: A numerical study
matically describes this flapping excitation. The value oe
controls the maximum forcing amplitude and is taken eq
to 0.05 for all the simulations. As stressed above, this e
tation is mainly applied to the region of strong mean veloc
gradients, since it is multiplied by theUbase(xW0) profile. The
influence of the forcing frequency is investigated by varyi
the parametera. Str D

p corresponds to the frequency of th
preferred mode:Str D

p 50.38. Motivated by the results of th
natural jet, two values ofa are considered here:a51 corre-
sponds to forcing at the preferred frequency anda52 corre-
sponds to a subharmonic forcing. These two excitation ty
are called Flap1 and Flap2, respectively.

2. Varicose-flapping excitation

The varicose-flapping forcing consists in a combinat
of varicose ~axisymmetric! and flapping excitations. The
varicose excitation is obtained by applying a time perio
excitation to the whole inlet nozzle with a forcing frequen
corresponding to the preferred mode. Figure 6~b! illustrates
the varicose excitation. This is equivalent to the excitat
produced by loudspeakers in experimental studies of for
jets ~Crow and Champagne,5 Zaman and Hussain6! and
greatly enhances the formation of axisymmetric vortex rin
With this sole varicose forcing formula, Urbin and Me´tais10

and Danaila and Boersma12 obtained vortex structures re
markably similar to the ones found in ‘‘varicose’’ experime
tal works ~Crow and Champagne,5 Zaman and Hussain6!.
The final forcing formula is then the following:

TABLE I. List of the excitation types.

Forcing Description

Flap1 Flapping at thepreferred modefrequency
Flap2 Flapping at thesubharmonicfrequency

Variflap1 Varicose at thepreferred modefrequency1
Flapping at thepreferred modefrequency

Variflap2 Varicose at thepreferred modefrequency1
Flapping at thesubharmonicfrequency

Variflap4 Varicose at thepreferred modefrequency1
Flapping at half thesubharmonicfrequency
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U forc~xW0 ,t !5eUmed~xW0!sinS 2pStr D
p U1

D
t D

1eUbase~xW0!sinS 2p
Str D

p

a

U1

D
t1

p

4 D sinS 2py

D D .

~22!

As stressed above, the varicose excitation is applied
almost all the inlet nozzle through theUmed(xW0) profile
whereas the flapping excitation exists only within the sh
layer gradients. Similarly to the flapping excitations, w
study the influence of the forcing frequency by varyinga.
Since the alternated-pairing arrangement was seen to b
sociated with the growth of a subharmonic frequency,
most natural choice fora is a52. This particular excitation
will be designated as Variflap2. We also considered the
extra valuesa51 with both the varicose and the flappin
excitations excited at the preferred frequency~Variflap1! and
a54 corresponding to an excitation of the flapping mode
half the subharmonic mode~Variflap4!.

Table I summarizes all the different excitations used
this study. Note that the various excitations concern only
axial velocity component:

Vforc~xW0 ,t !5Wforc~xW0 ,t !50. ~23!

It is important to realize that the inlet energy input
very close for the various excitations. Figures 7~a! and 7~b!
show time spectra of the axial velocity signal taken at
inlet for the excitations Flap2 and Variflap2. For the Fla
excitation one can notice the existence of a well-defined p
(Str D

s 50.19) associated with the flapping forcing. In th
Variflap2 excitation one can see the presence of two pe
(Str D

p 50.38 andStr D
s 50.19), respectively, associated wit

the varicose and the flapping excitations. On both figures
observes also the contribution of the white noise, spann
over a large range of frequencies. This figure shows that
amount of total energy injected at the inlet is very close
both excitations. This issue will be analyzed in greater de
below when studying the near field evolution of the ax
FIG. 7. ~a! Time spectrum of the axial
velocity signal taken at the inlet for
excitation Flap2;~b! idem for Vari-
flap2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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B. Flapping excitation at the preferred mode

For this particular excitation, two numerical simulatio
are performed: a DNS at low Reynolds number (RD

51500) and a LES at higher Reynolds number (RD

55000). These two runs are referred to as FLA1-A a
FLA1-B, respectively~see Table II for the description of th
various runs!.

1. Statistics

Let us first consider the influence of this forcing on t
jet statistics. The excited jets are compared with the nat
jets at ReD51500 ~DNS, run NLR! and ReD525 000~LES,
run NHR! for which the inlet perturbation consists in a whi
noise of weak amplitude~1% of the mean axial velocity!.
Compared to the natural jet simulation at the same Reyn
number~NLR!, the excited jet undergoes a much faster tra
sition to turbulence. This can be seen in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!
displaying, respectively, the downstream evolution of
axial mean velocity decay and the rms of the axial velocity
the centerline for all the natural and excited jet simulations
be reported here. For the natural jet at low Reynolds num
~run NLR!, the potential core extends to aroundx510D and
no increase of the turbulent kinetic energy can be obser
until x/D'4. A drastic change is observed due to the
excitation. Indeed, with the Flap1 excitation at ReD51500
~FLA1-A!, the growth of the perturbation and the length

TABLE II. Summary of all round jet simulations.

Simulation Reynolds Forcing DNS/LES

NLR 1500 ~Natur.! DNS
FLA1-A 1500 Flap1 DNS

FLA1-B 5000 Flap1 LES
FLA2-B 5000 Flap2 LES
VFLA1-B 5000 Variflap1 LES
VFLA2-B 5000 Variflap2 LES
VFLA4-B 5000 Variflap4 LES

NHR 25 000 ~Natur.! LES
FLA2-C 25 000 Flap2 LES
VFLA2-C 25 000 Variflap2 LES

VFLA2-D 50 000 Variflap2 LES
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the potential core are similar to the natural jet case at RD

525 000~NHR!. As pointed out in the preceding section, th
initial intensity of the axial Reynolds stresses is similar f
all the simulations near the inlet@see Fig. 8~b! for x/D,1].
In particular, the difference in the overall level of energy f
at the inlet in simulations NLR and FLA1-A is slim, an
does not explain the much faster transition to turbulence
the excited jet. We will show below that the reason for t
much faster transition comes from the nature of the cohe
structures which are triggered in the forced case.

We now analyze the control efficiency of the Flap1 for
ing to make the jet bifurcate along the bifurcating plane. W
quantify the spreading difference between the bifurcat
and the bisecting planes by considering both shear la
thicknessesd00(x) in the bifurcating plane andd90(x) in the
bisecting plane:

^ux~x,y5d00~x!,z50!&2U2LY50.5~^ux~x,r 50!&2U2!,
~24!

^ux~x,y50,z5d90~x!!&2U2LZ50.5~^ux~x,r 50!&2U2!,
~25!

where U2LY5^ux(x,y5`,z50)& and U2LZ5^ux(x,y50,z
5`)& are the local co-flow velocities in the bifurcating an
bisecting planes, respectively.

Figure 9~a! shows the downstream evolution ofd00(x)
and d90(x) for simulations FLA1-A, FLA1-B, and also for
the natural jet at high Reynolds number~NHR!. Note that,
for the natural unforced jet, the growth ofd00(x) and of
d90(x) are absolutely identical. One of the striking featur
of the Flap1 excitation is its immediate influence on the s
tial development of the jet. The bifurcating shear layer thic
nessd00(x) begins to grow as soon asx/D'2 reaching a
first peak aroundx/D'5. During the same stage,d90(x) is
significantly reduced showing an effective bifurcating effe
of the Flap1 excitation. Further downstream, a sharp tra
tion takes place betweenx/D55 andx/D57 with a sudden
decrease ofd00(x) accompanied with a strong increase
d90(x). In the later stage of the jet development, contrarily
what was expected,d90(x) dominatesd00(x) except near the
very end of the computational domain.
-
-

s
1,
-

FIG. 8. ~a! Axial velocity decay in the
centerline for the Flap1, Flap2, Vari
flap2 and natural simulations, at sev
eral Reynolds numbers;~b! down-
stream evolution of the axial Reynold
stresses in the centerline for the Flap
Flap2, Variflap2 and natural simula
tions, at several Reynolds numbers.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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2. Coherent structures

To understand the previous observations, we investig
the flow coherent structures. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show
isosurfaces of positiveQ for the simulation FLA1-A. The
first important observation clearly visible in the figures is t
marked difference between the spreading rate undergon
the jet in the bifurcating and bisecting planes. Almost
spreading is observed in the bisecting plane whereas in

FIG. 9. Bifurcating@d00(x)# and bisecting@d90(x)# shear layer thicknesse
for the FLA1-A and FLA1-B simulations. The evolution of the shear lay
thickness for the natural jet~NHR! is also given for comparison.
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bifurcating plane the jet spreads much more rapidly at le
in the early phase of its development (x/D&7). Second, the
jet suffers a much faster transition to turbulence, if compa
to the natural jet at the same Reynolds number. This
clearly confirmed by Fig. 1~a! which shows isosurfaces o
positive Q for the natural jet at identical Reynolds numb
ReD51500~white noise of 1% amplitude!. The faster transi-
tion towards turbulence in the excited case is caused by
particular shape of the coherent structures present in the
tial transition stage~up to x/D'5). Contrary to what was
expected, the imposed excitation does not trigger
alternated-pairing arrangement observed in the natura
case. Indeed, a zoom on the inlet region shown in Fig.
shows that the primary vortex rings are folded in th
middle along an axis perpendicular to the bifurcating pla
Moreover, strong streamwise vortices are seen to em
from the crests of this azimuthal deformation~both upstream
and downstream!. It seems that the deformation imposed
the rings and the associated longitudinal vortices lead t
fast three dimensionalization of the primary structures a
therefore to this early transition to turbulence. Indeed, o
the primary vortex rings are deformed by the imposed ex
tation, the two parts of the folded ring tend to travel in o
posite directions due to their self-induced velocity and th
eventually separate: this mechanism explains the signific
increase of the spreading rate in the bifurcating plane. At
stage it is interesting to note that the primary structures
FIG. 10. Isosurfaces ofQ criteria for the Flap1 jet at ReD51500 ~FLA1-A!. The chosen threshold is 0.125(U1 /D)2 and Q varies betweenQMin

5237(U1 /D)2 andQMax5130(U1 /D)2. ~a! View of the bifurcating plane;~b! view of the bisecting plane.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 11. Isosurfaces of low pressur
showing the primary structures for th
Flap1 excitation at ReD51500~FLA1-
A!. The chosen threshold is
20.04r0U1

2 and p varies between
pMin520.39r0U1

2 and pMax

50.099r0U1
2.
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tained in the present case are slightly different from the o
found for instance by Danaila and Boersma12 in their flap-
ping excitation. The difference can be attributed to the f
that in the present simulation the flapping excitation is
plied mainly in the shear layer zone and also because a m
lower forcing amplitude is used~5% against 15%!.

3. Influence of the Reynolds number

Control of low-Reynolds number jets can be easily o
tained because these flows are characterized by well-ma
primary vortices, which are less quickly fragmented by t
growth of small-scale three-dimensional perturbations t
in high-Reynolds number flows. A forcing procedure c
therefore be efficient at low-Reynolds number and be in
plicable when the Reynolds number is increased. To ana
this issue, the Flap1 excitation is now applied to a jet
ReD55000 ~run FLAP1-B!. The earlier transition to turbu
lence caused by the increase in the Reynolds number ca
seen first through the downstream decay of the center
axial mean velocity@see Fig. 8~a!# and through the down
stream evolution of the rms of the axial velocity@see Fig.
8~b!#. However, the increase of the Reynolds number sign
cantly diminishes the efficiency of the flapping excitation
control the jet dynamics. This clearly appears in Fig. 9 wh
shows that the difference between the bifurcating and bis
ing shear layer thicknesses is limited only to the very ea
transition stages (x/D,6), as in the lower Reynolds numbe
case. We have checked through flow visualizations~not
shown! that the coherent vortices in the neighborhood of
inlet (x/D,4) are not very different from the same case
lower Reynolds number but the level of small scales tur
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lence is now much higher. It speeds up the fragmentation
the flow structures and quickly suppresses the control e
ciency of the flapping excitation.

C. Flapping excitation at the subharmonic mode

As demonstrated above, the efficiency of a given exc
tion is highly sensitive to the jet Reynolds number. We ne
vary the frequency of this inflow excitation to investigate if
more effective forcing can be designed by simply chang
the forcing frequency. Since the subharmonic frequen
naturally emerges in the natural jet, it is physically found
to use this particular frequency to control the jet. Indeed,
first vortex ring appears at a given timet0 , the next ring will
form at time t011/f p , due to the vortex shedding at th
preferred jet frequency,f p . One may then easily show from
the expression~20! for the subharmonic excitation, that

U forc~xW0 ,t011/f p!52U forc~xW0 ,t0! ~26!

so that two consecutive rings are expected to be forced in
alternated fashion.

Two LES are performed with the subharmonic exci
tion, one at ReD55000 ~FLA2-B! and the other at ReD

525 000 ~FLA2-C!. For both values of the Reynolds num
ber, the classical jet statistics such as the downstream ev
tion of the centerline axial velocity decay and rms are clo
to the one found for the jet at ReD525 000 excited with the
flapping excitation at the preferred mode@see Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!#. However, as shown below, a very distinct statistic
behavior is observed in the bisecting and the bifurcat
planes in the low-Reynolds number case~FLA2-B!. Indeed,
at ReD55000 ~FLA1-B and FLA2-B!, the shear layer thick-
nesses for the preferred-mode and subharmonic-mode e
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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tations can be compared by looking at Figs. 9 and 12.
figures show that the division by two of the forcing fr
quency makes the jet control possible and significantly
proves the efficiency of the flapping excitation, at least at t
Reynolds number. With the subharmonic excitation@see Fig.
12#, the bifurcating and bisecting shear layer thicknes
evolve similarly near the inlet untilx/D'8, but, further
downstream,d00(x) starts dominatingd90(x) showing that
the action of the inlet perturbation is felt near the end of
computational domain. This is the opposite of what happ
with the preferred-mode excitation which yields a significa
modification of the jet dynamics very close to the in
nozzle and becomes inefficient further downstream.

The investigation of the coherent vortices obtained w
the subharmonic excitation confirms~not shown! the identi-
cal spreadings of the jet in both planes at the beginning
the jet development and the enhanced jet broadening in
bifurcating plane forx/D*8. The reason for the increase
efficiency of the subharmonic excitation is that the prima
rings are less distorted and less three-dimensionalized
compared with the case of the excitation at the prefer
mode: this allows the jet control to be felt further dow
stream. This is confirmed by low-pressure isosurfaces: F
ure 13 shows, for the subharmonic excitation, a zoom of
near-inlet region, which has to be compared with the sim
zoom for preferred-mode excitation in Fig. 11. Note that it
still difficult to distinguish the expected alternated-pairi
arrangement since the rings seem to be thr
dimensionalized before such a structure may form. The
hanced control achieved by the subharmonic excitation
consistent with the experimental results of Suzukiet al.3 In-
deed, these authors found that the flapping excitation cre
the maximum spreading rate of the jet when applied a
frequency corresponding to the Strouhal number SD

5 f aD/U050.25 wheref a is the flapping frequency, while
the preferred mode of their jet in natural~nonforced! con-
figuration was StrD50.53.

Unfortunately, the subharmonic flapping excitation r
mains highly Reynolds number dependent. This can be s

FIG. 12. Bifurcating@d00(x)# and bisecting@d90(x)# shear layer thicknesse
for the FLA2-B, FLA2-C, and natural~NHR! jet simulations.D00 andD90

represent the bifurcating and bisecting planes, respectively.
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in Fig. 12 which shows that for ReD525 000 this excitation
has lost most of its effect on the spatial jet developme
Pressure isosurfaces for this simulation~not shown! suggest
that the early primary vortex rings are ‘‘eaten’’ by the hig
level of small scale turbulence present at this relatively h
Reynolds number. Without strong initial coherent structur
it is not surprising that the flow cannot be controlled. No
that the experimental results of flapping jets from Suz
et al.3 were also made at low and moderate Reynolds nu
bers (1800,ReD,13 000).

D. Varicose-flapping excitation

From the results of the preceding sections, it seems
any process able to increase the ‘‘strength’’ of the prima
vortex rings before throwing them away into the two bifu
cating directions, will increase the forcing performance. T
idea is explored with the Variflap2 forcing, which forces bo
the preferred and its sub-harmonic mode. As pointed out
lier, the preferred frequency applies to the varicose mo
while the subharmonic frequency concerns the flapping
citation. Note that this perturbation is similar to the pertu
bation used in the low-Reynolds number DNS performed
Danaila and Boersma12 but our forcing amplitude is much
lower and our flapping forcing concentrated within the hi
shear region of the jet border. Furthermore, we vary the R
nolds number with three different values: ReD55000
~VFLA2-B!, ReD525 000 ~VFLA2-C!, and ReD550 000
~VFLA2-D!.

FIG. 13. Isosurfaces of low pressure showing the primary structures for
Flap2 excitation at ReD55000 ~FLA2-B!. The chosen threshold is
20.04r0U1

2 and p varies between pMin520.47r0U1
2 and pMax

50.104r0U1
2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. ~a! Bifurcating @d00(x)# and
bisecting @d90(x)# shear layer thick-
nesses for the VFLA2-B and
VFLA2-C simulations. The evolution
of the shear layer thickness for th
natural jet ~NHR! is also given for
comparison; ~b! bifurcating
(^ux00(x)&) and bisecting (̂ux90(x)&)
profiles of the mean streamwise veloc
ity for the VFLA2-B simulation; ~c!
bifurcating (̂ ur00(x)&) and bisecting
(^ur00(x)&) profiles of the mean radial
velocity for the VFLA2-B simulation.
D00 and D90 represent the bifurcating
and bisecting planes, respectively.
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1. LES at ReDÄ5000

We first concentrate on the ReD55000 case in order to
make direct comparisons with the two cases~Flap1 and
Flap2! with pure flapping excitation at similar Reynold
number. Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the axial velocity decay
and rms at the centerline for the three excitation typ
~Flap1, Flap2, and Variflap2! at several Reynolds number
At low Reynolds number (ReD55000), we see that the axia
velocity decay is similar for the three excitations untilx/D
'7. It is only after that location that one sees that the Fla
excitation leads to a faster decay than Flap1 and that
Variflap2 forcing exhibits a still greater decay than both fla
ping excitations. Since the axial velocity decay is direc
associated with the ‘‘speed’’ of the jet spreading, it indica
a greater efficiency of the Variflap2 excitation as compa
to both flapping excitations. It is important to point out th
this enhanced spreading does not result from a greater
energy input associated with the Variflap2 excitation. T
can be demonstrated by looking at the rms value of the a
velocity in the near field (x/D,1). Indeed, Fig. 8~b! shows
that, for x/D,1, the energy level is similar for the thre
types of excitations. Conversely, forx/D*1, the down-
stream evolution of the rms varies with the nature of the in
perturbation. In the Variflap2 excitation case, the rms d
plays a double peak shape with a first local maximum aro
x/D'3. This strong and fast amplification of the initial pe
turbation is characteristic of jets with a varicose inlet exci
tion ~see, e.g., Crow and Champagne5 and Zaman and
Hussain6!. The rms with the Flap1 and Flap2 excitations h
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a downstream evolution which is closer to the one found
the natural jet~NHR!. It is interesting to note that, despite th
early divergence, all three excitations eventually lead
more or less the same maximum (^ux8

2&1/2/U1'0.17 atx/D
'7).

The growth of the bifurcating and bisecting shear laye
in the Variflap2 case, can be seen in Fig. 14~a!. Unlike the
previous excitation methods, the Variflap2 excitation yie
similar downstream evolutions of the bifurcating and bise
ing shear layer thicknesses until the end of the potential c
(x/D'4). However, forx/D.5 onwards, the shear laye
thickness exhibits a spectacular growth in the bifurcat
plane. Note that the bisecting shear layer grows with alm
the same speed as the natural shear layer at the same
nolds number~run NHR!. To confirm these observations
Fig. 14~b! shows that the difference between the bifurcati
and bisecting streamwise mean velocity profiles is small
fore the end of the potential core (x/D<4) but becomes
increasingly important afterwards. Figure 14~c! shows the
radial velocity profiles at several downstream locations
VFLA2-B simulation (ReD55000). At x/D58 and x/D
511, high positive radial velocities are present in the bif
cating plane creating strong outward fluid motion. At t
same locations, the radial velocities in the bisecting plane
negative indicating inward fluid motion and they tend to ze
as one moves downstream. This suggests that forx/D*4,
the natural~although enhanced! mechanism of entrainmen
of fluid into the shear layer takes place in the bisecting pla
whereas, in the bifurcating plane, the shear layer grows
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 15. Isosurfaces ofQ criteria for the Variflap2 jet at ReD55000 ~VFLA2-B!. The chosen threshold is 0.25(U1 /D)2 and Q varies betweenQMin

5236(U1 /D)2 andQMax5124(U1 /D)2. ~a! View of the bifurcating plane.~b! View of the bisecting plane.
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marily due to the radial spreading of fluid from the rotation
flow region of the jet core.

Visualizations of VFLA2-B simulation at ReD55000 can
be seen in Figs. 15 and 16. The former shows isosurface
positive Q criteria in the whole jet, while the latter show
isosurfaces of pressure in a zoom of the flow in the middle
the computational domain situated betweenx/D52 and
x/D58. The jet development exhibits two striking feature
first, the difference between the shear layers developme
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 194.254.66.60. Redistribution subject to A
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the bifurcating and bisecting plane is very pronounced@see
Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!#. Second, the coherent structures of t
jet keep their cohesion until well after the potential core
gion ~see Fig. 16!. This is caused by the primary vorte
rings, which are forced by the varicose excitation before
flapping forcing turned them alternatively into two oppos
directions: the alternated inclination of the rings observed
x/D*6 is the consequence of the flapping excitation a
yields the formation of alternated pairings. These events
xci
FIG. 16. Isosurfaces of low pressure showing vortices from the primary structures until the middle of the computational domain. For the Variflap2 etation
for ReD55000 ~VFLA2-B!. The chosen threshold is20.05r0U1

2 andp varies betweenpMin520.64r0U1
2 andpMax50.109r0U1

2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 17. ~a! Downstream evolution of
Er and Eu @defined in Eqs.~27! and
~28!# for the simulations FLA1-B,
FLA2-B, and VFLA2-B; ~b! anisot-
ropy invariant map for the simulations
FLA1-B, FLA2-B, and VFLA2-B with
the invariants II and III computed
from the Reynolds stresses tensor
the centerliner /D50, and in stations:
x/D52.0; 2.5; 3.0; 3.5; 4.0; 4.5; 5.0.
a
.
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forced to take place always in the bifurcating plane and
directly responsible for the high spreading rate of the jet

It is quite striking to see that a relatively low level o
forcing yields, at the beginning of the jet evolution, so w
formed vortex rings which are not distorted by the sm
scale turbulence structures which are quite energetic at
Reynolds numbers. One may also observe that, unlike w
the pure flapping~Flap1 and Flap2! excitations, the primary
rings show no sign of any azimuthal perturbation. To anal
this point further we computed the quantities,
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Er~x!5~Er
00~x!1Er

90~x!!/2, ~27!

Eu~x!5~Eu
00~x!1Eu

90~x!!/2, ~28!

where

Er
00~x!5A 1

LyLz
S 2pE

D00

^ur8
2~x,r !&r dr D , ~29!

Er
90~x!5A 1 S 2pE ^ur8

2~x,r !&r dr D , ~30!

LyLz D90
FIG. 18. Isosurfaces of low pressure for the Variflap2 jet at ReD525 000 ~VFLA2-C!. The chosen threshold is20.05rU1
2 and p varies betweenpMin

520.44rU1
2 andpMax510.11rU1

2. ~a! View of the bifurcating plane.~b! View of the bisecting plane.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 19. Isosurfaces ofQ criteria for the Variflap2 jet at ReD550 000 ~VFLA2-D!. The chosen threshold is 0.42(U1 /D)2 and Q varies betweenQMin

5266(U1 /D)2 andQMax5120(U1 /D)2. ~a! View of the bifurcating plane;~b! view of the bisecting plane.
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00~x!5A 1

LyLz
S 2pE

D00

^uu8
2~x,r !&r dr D , ~31!

Eu
90~x!5A 1

LyLz
S 2pE

D90

^uu8
2~x,r !&r dr D , ~32!

D00 and D90 mean that the integration is carried out in t
bifurcating and bisecting plane, respectively. The quanti
Er(x) andEu(x) represent the respective contribution of t
radial and azimuthal Reynolds stresses to the turbulent
netic energy at a givenx location. Figure 17~a! shows the
downstream evolution ofEr andEu for the Flap1, Flap2, and
Variflap2 excitations, at the same Reynolds number, RD

55000. The graph shows that untilx/D'5, Eu is smaller in
the Variflap2 than for the Flap1 and Flap2 simulations. Mo
over, in the initial stages of transition (x/D,3), the growth
rate ]Eu /]x is much smaller in the case of the varicos
flapping excitation than with a pure flapping excitation. A
shown in previous works39,40Eu is a way of representing th
departure from axisymmetry of the flow. Figure 17~a! there-
fore demonstrates that the vortex rings from Variflap2
less strongly three dimensionalized than the ones found
the other~flapping! excitations. Since the degree of thre
dimensionality of an isolated vortex ring is related to
azimuthal instability~whatever its mode is!, this graph con-
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firms the visual observations discussed above for Fig.
Figure 17~a! furthermore shows thatEr , which is associated
with the primary instabilities and the formation of vorte
rings,39,40 largely dominates the flow in the case of th
varicose-flapping excitation, conversely to what is observ
with the other~flapping! excitations. A direct consequence o
this observation is the stronger anisotropy of the flow w
the varicose-flapping excitation. This can be seen in F
17~b! which displays the invariant anisotropy map for th
tree excitation types, along the centerline. The figure sho
that with the Flap1 and Flap2 excitations the flow atta
isotropy very fast compared to the Variflap2 excitation
which the flow remains axisymmetric on much larger d
tances from the nozzle. The weak ‘‘three dimensionality’’
the primary rings in the varicose-flapping case implies t
these structures survive longer than with the other~flapping!
excitations. Due to their long lifetime, the primary vortice
then undergo partial vortex merging events~alternated pair-
ings! well after the potential core region: this yields a stro
ger forcing efficiency.

Note that, although the excitation used by Danaila a
Boersma12 was similar to our Variflap2 excitation, it was no
identical since a much larger amplitude was used and it
applied over the whole inlet diameter. Consequently, no
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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ternated pairings were observed in the low-Reynolds D
performed by these authors.

2. Influence of the Reynolds number

The same excitation method was used at a higher R
nolds number, ReD525 000, which corresponds to the sim
lation VFLA2-C. We have checked that the various statisti
quantities both in the bifurcating and bisecting planes sho
very weak dependence on the Reynolds number when c
pared with those of Figs. 14~b! and 14~c!. In particular, the
shear layers growth in the bifurcating and bisecting pla
@see Fig. 14~a!# is as impressive as in the lower Reynol
number case.

The flow visualizations byQ criterion ~not shown! con-
firmed the efficiency of Variflap2 excitation by showing tha
although the level of small scale turbulence is higher a
affects more than previously the primary vortex rings, t
latter still exhibit shapes similar to the ones found at low
Reynolds numbers in simulation VFLA2-B. In particular th
formation of alternated pairings around the middle of t
computational domain with their characteristic large-sc
zigzag arrangement in the bifurcating plane, can still be
served~see Fig. 18!.

To further investigate the Reynolds number depende
another LES was carried out at ReD553104 corresponding

TABLE III. Decay rates@Bu from Eq. ~16!#; spreading angles@b00 andb90

from Eqs.~33! and ~34!#; forcing areasAJ ; and forcing thicknessesDJ for
the three excitation types, at several Reynolds numbers. The decay rate
spreading angles were computed from data in the region 6.5,x/D,11.5.

Simulation Reynolds Forcing Bu b00 b90 AJ DJ

NHR 2500 ~—! 5.7 0.104 0.104 ~—! ~—!

FLA1-A 1500 Flap1 5.4 0.206 0.122 7.0 196

FLA1-B 5000 Flap1 6.3 0.098 0.126 2.6 72
FLA2-B 5000 Flap2 5.8 0.125 0.111 2.7 88
VFLA2-B 5000 Variflap2 5.9 0.184 0.109 11.7 620

FLA2-C 25 000 Flap2 4.1 0.110 0.116 0.8 22
VFLA2-C 25 000 Variflap2 4.2 0.167 0.115 11.2 546

VFLA2-D 50 000 Variflap2 ~—! ~—! ~—! 11.1 537
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to simulation VFLA2-D. Only visualizations of this simula
tion are shown here@see Figs. 19~a! and 19~b!#. The pictures
of positive Q criterion show that Variflap2 is still able to
control the jet spatial development, since the enhan
spreading in the bifurcating plane can still be observed. T
isosurfaces of low pressure~not shown! showed that the pri-
mary vortex rings maintain their cohesion until aroundx/D
'4 and these again give rise to large scale structures di
guishable until the end of the computational box.

Table III summarizes the results concerning the influen
of the Reynolds number on the control efficiency by listi
the decay rate,Bu @see Eq.~16!# and the spreading angle
along the bifurcatingb00, and bisectingb90 planes,

b005
]d00~x!

]x
, ~33!

b905
]d90~x!

]x
. ~34!

The difference of the jet spreading in the bifurcating a
bisecting planes has been characterized both by the sh
layer thicknessesd00(x) andd90(x) and by the longitudinal
mean velocity profileŝux00(x,r )& and^ux90(x,r )&. Based on
these quantities, we introduce what we call theforcing thick-
ness,

DJ5
1

D2 E
0

12D

ud90~x!2d00~x!udx, ~35!

and theforcing area,

AJ5 (
x/D54,8,11

1

U1D E
0

`

u^ux90~x,r !&2^ux00~x,r !&udr,

~36!

to assess the performance of the forcing method. The va
of both quantities are also shown in Table III and in Fig
20~a! and 20~b! for the simulations Flap1, Flap2, and Var
flap2 at several Reynolds numbers. The numerical res
show that below a forcing thickness of aboutDJ'40 the
possibility of controlling jet can no longer be felt neither fo
the shear layers growth nor for the mean axial and ra
velocity profiles. The strong dependence of the Flap1 forc

and
n

FIG. 20. Forcing areaAJ , and forcing
thicknessDJ as a function of the Rey-
nolds number, for the three excitatio
methods. ~a! Forcing areaAJ ; ~b!
forcing thicknessDJ .
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3817Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 2002 Vortex control of bifurcating jets: A numerical study
efficiency on the Reynolds number is particularly clear
Figs. 20~a! and 20~b!. As previously shown, even for mod
erate Reynolds numbers (ReD55000) the Flap1 excitation
looses its efficiency. Conversely, the effect of the Flap2
citation is felt at moderate Reynolds number with quite
large value ofD j . At ReD525 000, the low values ofAj and
D j show that the Flap2 excitation has lost most of its eff
on the jet spatial development. For the Variflap2 excitat
cases, both the values ofAJ andDJ are quite high compared
with the other forcing methods at same Reynolds num
Furthermore, one can notice that this excitation method
very weakly sensitive to the value of the Reynolds numb
Indeed,AJ is almost identical in the two cases ReD55000
and ReD525 000 whileDJ decreases slightly with increasin
Reynolds number. Note that Crow and Champagne5 found a
critical Reynolds number for which the varicose excitati
could not affect the jet any more. In their case, this limit w
around ReD573104. Further investigations at higher Rey
nolds numbers should therefore be performed to determin
such a limiting Reynolds number exists in the present ca

FIG. 21. Bifurcating@d00(x)# and bisecting@d90(x)# shear layer thicknesse
for the Variflap1, Variflap2, and Variflap4 simulations at the same Reyno
number (ReD55000).
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3. Influence of the forcing frequency

To demonstrate that the varicose-flapping excitation
tains its maximum efficiency if the flapping excitation is a
plied at the subharmonic mode, two extra LES are carr
out at Reynolds number ReD55000. In both cases, the exc
tation is composed of a combination of a varicose and o
flapping excitation. The varicose mode is always excited
the preferred frequency, while the excitation frequency of
flapping mode is varied: the simulation VFLA1-B corre
sponds to a flapping excitation at the preferred mode
VFLA4-B to a flapping excitation at half the subharmon
mode. The growth of the bifurcating@d00(x)# and bisecting
@d90(x)# shear layer thicknesses are shown in Fig. 21. T
analogous curves for the Variflap2 excitation at the sa
Reynolds number~simulation VFLA2-B! are also given for
comparison. One can see that, for the VFLA1-B simulatio
a high spreading rate is achieved along the bifurcating pl
@seed00(x) for VFLA1-B#, but both the bifurcating and bi
secting spreading rates are significantly smaller than the o
obtained with the Variflap2 excitation. The value of the for
ing thickness computed for VFLA1-B isDJ5552, whereas
VFLA2-B hasDJ5620.

Figure 22~a! displays, through low-pressure isosurface
the coherent structures present at the beginning of the c
putational domain for the simulation VFLA1-B. Due to th
flapping excitation at the preferred mode, the consecu
vortex rings are now inclined in the same direction and
not exhibit the alternated arrangement achieved with
Variflap2 forcing~see Fig. 16!: the alternated pairings are n
longer efficiently triggered and the jet spreading in the bif
cating plane is less pronounced than with the subharmo
excitation of the flapping mode.

The excitation of the flapping mode at half the subh
monic frequency~simulation VFLA4-B! has even a smalle
effect on the jet spatial development. This is apparent fr
the downstream evolution of its shear layer bifurcating a
bisecting thicknesses~also shown in Fig. 21!. There is almost
no difference between the two shear layer thicknesses w
shows that this forcing type is not capable of creating a

s

.

FIG. 22. ~a! Isosurfaces of low pressure for the Variflap1 jet at ReD55000 ~VFLA1-B!. The chosen threshold is20.07r0U1
2 and p varies betweenpMin

520.36r0U1
2 andpMax50.10r0U1

2. The figure shows only part of the computational domain fromx/D50 to x/D56 seen from the bifurcating plane;~b!
isosurfaces of positiveQ criteria for the Variflap4 jet at ReD55000 ~VFLA4-B!. The chosen threshold is13.67(U1 /D)2 and Q varies betweenQMin

5246(U1 /D)2 andQMax5174(U1 /D)2. The figure shows only part of the computational domain fromx/D52 to x/D55 seen from the bifurcating plane
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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furcating jet. Visualizations of the near field coherent stru
tures for Variflap4@see Fig. 22~b!# reveal that the primary
vortices, atx/D'2.5, are very close to the ones which wou
have been found if a purely varicose excitation was app
~see, e.g., Urbin and Me´tais10!. However, the flapping exci
tation seems to yield an early breakdown of the rings, wh
makes the jet control inefficient.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the present study was to design effici
control strategies for spatially evolving round jets. Our me
odology was first to reach a good understanding of the
herent structures dynamics in the natural, unforced jet
second to use this information to design deterministic ex
tations of the jet inlet to efficiently control the flow even
high Reynolds number. Our LES of the natural jet at RD

525 000 have confirmed the results obtained by previ
authors~Comteet al.36 and Urbin and Me´tais10!: the growth
of the varicose mode at a preferred frequency StrD50.38
gives rise to axisymmetric vortex rings near the jet nozz
Further downstream, the growth of a sub-harmonic f
quency yields vortex structures consisting in alternated lo
ized pairings between consecutive rings: the alterna
pairing structure. Urbin and Me´tais10 have designed a
specific excitation aimed at triggering this alternated-pair
structures and shown that, which such an excitation, the
behavior is greatly modified. Indeed, the jet expansion w
found to be greatly enhanced along one given radial plan
similarities with the so-called bifurcating jets. This speci
excitation was later called the flapping excitation by Dana
and Boersma.12 The dissipative nature of the numeric
scheme used by Urbin and Me´tais10 casts some doubt on th
effective Reynolds number of their simulations. Therefo
we have here revisited their work with a very precise num
cal code. Moreover, we focused on the influence of the R
nolds number on the excitations through the use of LES w
ReD ranging from 1.53103 to 5.03104. The influence of the
forcing frequency was also carefully examined. Furthermo
we have used forcing methods in closer correspondence
experimental bifurcating jets~Lee and Reynolds,1 Parekh
et al.,2 Suzuki et al.3!, although using a lower amplitud
forcing, more realistic for practical industrial applications

Two different types of forcing were investigated. Th
first forcing ~Flap! consists in an excitation of the flappin
mode only. Similarly to Urbin and Me´tais,10 the forcing fre-
quency for this mode was first taken equal to the prefer
mode. This forcing type succeeded in causing the jet bi
cation, but only at low Reynolds numbers. The reason co
from the nature of the primary vortex rings which, bein
highly distorted by the forcing method, cause a quick tran
tion to turbulence with the consequent fragmentation of
bigger vortices and loss of flow control. We next applied t
flapping forcing at a the subharmonic frequency~Flap2
simulation!. This corresponds to the forcing type used in t
experiments of Suzukiet al.3 and in the numerical simula
tions of Danaila and Boersma.12 This second method
achieves greater jet bifurcation and works at higher Reyno
numbers. However, for a Reynolds number of ReD525 000,
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Flap2 has lost all its bifurcating effect. The reason for th
comes from the intensification of small scale turbulence
the Reynolds number increases. This small-scale turbu
activity causes the destruction of the larger flow vortic
which leads quickly to the loss of flow control.

The second forcing method~Variflap! consists in the
combination of a varicose mode excitation at the prefer
jet frequency and a flapping mode excitation. The freque
of the flapping excitation was first chosen equal to the s
harmonic frequency~Variflap2 simulation!: this constitutes
the most natural choice to efficiently trigger the alterna
pairing structure. It reproduces the type of forcing used in
experimental works of Lee and Reynolds1 and Parekhet al.2

This forcing method was also tested at low Reynolds num
in the DNS by Danaila and Boersma.12 From all the forcing
analyzed, the Variflap2 causes by far the highest bifurca
spreading rates while being also insensitive to the Reyno
number increase, at least for the range of Reynolds num
investigated here~up to ReD550 000). The analysis of the
coherent structures reveals that the Variflap2 excitation m
ages to create vigorous primary vortex rings which can tra
far away downstream while preserving their coherence, si
these are weakly affected by the growth of small scale
bulence. Their long lifetime makes the action of the flappi
excitation more effective by triggering, near the end of t
potential core, a zigzag arrangement of the rings characte
tics of the alternated-pairing structure. The influence of
flapping frequency excitation has been studied: the gre
efficiency of the subharmonic forcing clearly shows that t
jet is far more responsive to inlet excitations in good cor
spondence with its natural vortical structures.

Finally, we want to stress that the present analysis
restricted to incompressible flows. At high Mach numbe
~such as used in Zamanet al.7! the compressible Navier–
Stokes equations have to be used instead. As pointed ou
a reviewer it would be interesting to analyze also the acou
field resulting from each excitation type.
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